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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
OFFICE OF THE FACULTY SENATE 

 
Presiding Officer Robert Wilson called the 672nd Regular Meeting of the Faculty Senate to order on  
March 27, 2008 at 3:30 p.m. in Herter Hall, Room 227. 
 
A.  PRESENTATION BY CHARLENA SEYMOUR, PROVOST AND SENIOR VICE  

CHANCELLOR FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS; JOHN CUNNINGHAM, CHAIR OF THE 
GENERAL EDUCATION TASK FORCE; AND RANDALL KNOPER, CHAIR OF THE 
GENERAL EDUCATION COUNCIL 
“PROGRESS REPORT FROM THE GENERAL EDUCATION TASK FORCE” 

 (See attached) 
 
Senator Richard Bogartz stated he would like to see something on how to study inserted into the General 
Education program. He offered a one-credit course on the topic this semester. Three-quarters of the students 
were only there for the credit, but there were some students who still needed to know more about how to 
study. This topic could even be covered in the form of an online certificate program where materials having 
to do with management of time, for example, could be available. The University could also offer actual 
courses on how to study. 
 
John Cunningham, Chair of the General Education Task Force and Deputy Provost, stated that this is an 
important topic, but he is not sure it should be imbedded in the General Education curriculum. It could be 
included as a skill to be mastered before students graduate. However, the way this is being focused on at the 
moment is through learning communities and Bob Feldman’s power up for freshmen. The question is 
whether to imbed it in the requirements of General Education to verify it is happening. 
 
Senator Marta Calas stated the courses she teaches usually require strong critical thinking skills. They require 
an understanding of broader problems in the world in the context of international management. When 
students get into her class, it appears as if they have never taken a General Education course. She stated there 
needs to be a way to go across the curriculum from the General Education courses to the majors. It does not 
matter how many of us reiterate how important these skills are, to the students, they still do not seem 
important.  
 
Randall Knoper, Chair of the General Education Council, stated that the relationship between General 
Education and the majors is something we have to work out. The General Education Council is attuned to the 
problem. There is also a sense on the General Education Council that General Education is not necessarily 
something that happens in students’ first two years, even though, practically speaking, most of the courses 
are that way. Rather, General Education is something that goes all the way through the years that students 
are here. For that reason, it means that there should also be some General Education courses that go beyond 
the 100- and 200-level.  
 
Charlena Seymour, Provost and Senior Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, added that the purpose of the 
General Education curriculum is not only to increase and improve the knowledge base of students but also to 
provide certain types of skills. It is assumed that the students will be able to transfer these skills to the major. 
It is important to define what these skills are so that the students will be able to use them, not only in the 
General Education courses, but also in the major and other places as well.  
 
Deputy Provost Cunningham stated that the General Education curriculum is a menu. If a student takes one 
course from social and behavioral sciences, for example, and one from arts and literature, no matter the 
combination, he/she should be generally educated. That makes it more difficult to see if all the purposes are 
met. There is talk of creating a General Education syllabus, telling the students which of the purposes of 
General Education are being addressed in that course. The Task Force is asking, where does analytical 
reasoning happen? Where does working in diverse groups happen? In the future, faculty members may have 
to state how their course is contributing and what will be improved in their course. 
 
Senator W. Brian O’Connor stated that over the years, he has noticed student advisors during the summer 
often instill ideas in the freshmen regarding the General Education courses. He stated that he applauds the 
poster but thinks there should be a conscious effort to include these student advisors. The student advisors 
could then say, “This is what General Education is about. It is not just a list of courses to get out of the way as 
soon as possible.”  
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Deputy Provost Cunningham responded that is probably a correct assessment of the freshmen orientation. 
But, there is a First-Year Task Force. Also, the Provost and Esther Terry, the acting Vice Chancellor of 
Student Affairs, have charged another group to look at the New Students Orientation and how that leads into 
advising during the entire first year. Once a student declares, colleges own more of the responsibilities for 
advising their own majors. The quality of advising, the importance of courses in the curriculum, and the 
ability to get courses and proceed to graduation are all related topics that the campus is dealing with in one 
way or another. 
 
Senator Maurianne Adams stated that this is going to involve a major culture shift for the campus. Many 
faculty members have inherited General Education courses and might not have been thinking about the 
purpose of these courses. In some cases, courses have served both as introductions to the major and as 
General Education classes. Based on the presentation today, it seems faculty must start articulating the goals 
of General Education courses to students. The University cannot expect students to transfer these skills until 
professors have affirmed them explicitly, in a wide range of classes. In the future, when faculty say certain 
courses speak to specific goals and outcomes, they can know they are advertising truthfully, and those 
particular dimensions of the General Education program will take place in the classes.  
 
Provost Seymour added it is important to make General Education the responsibility of the campus, not just 
one council or person. It is something the campus needs to begin having conversations and dialogues about. 
The General Education academy this summer will bring people together to discuss General Education. There 
will be students there to give feedback and get involved. The grand purpose is to take back General 
Education, to claim it and say the University wants to do something better.  
 
Ernest May, Secretary of the Faculty Senate, congratulated everyone involved in this process, including John 
Jenkins who managed the process before it came to a caesura in 2001. Secretary May stated he wanted to 
discuss the magnitude of the management problem. There are about 900 instructors on the campus involved 
in General Education. It is a third of the undergraduate curriculum. It is a huge problem, but for the first 
time in 30 years or so, the University is making a concerted campus effort to bring this under management. 
Not all of this should be placed on the backs of the General Education curriculum. Some of the responsibility, 
especially in regards to the outcomes, has to go back to the majors.  
 
With the resources available, there is no way the General Education curriculum can be responsible for taking 
students from when they come in and make sure they write well and have good critical thinking skills. That 
may be something in which the majors have to bear responsibility for, or it may be that there are other 
aspects of this that should be done in cooperation with General Education. Using available resources, the 
University is going to have to be smart. This will involve quite a lot of management thinking and dialogue.  
 
Senator Mokhtar Atallah stated that faculty who are handed these courses do not always understand the 
requirements General Education courses need to meet. There needs to be a continual review of these courses 
to make sure they are taught in the spirit of General Education. There has been no push from the department 
to teach General Education a certain way. On the other hand, the faculty does not have incentive to spend 
time on General Education. Teaching General Education courses requires more activity, action, and time on 
the part of the faculty than regular courses in their discipline. There needs to be incentives for the faculty 
who teach these courses and participation from the faculty who are teaching these courses to buy into the 
concept of General Education.   
 
Senator Calas stated people in certain disciplines really put down General Education. It goes back to the 
question of commitment and involvement. In many ways, faculty members do not see General Education as 
separate from everything else. The question is: how should faculty change their relationship to General 
Education? General Education is almost the core of the undergraduate program. Everything else should then 
work around it. Only when the University has that commitment, will the program change.   
 
B. ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 

1. Principal Administrative Officers 
 

Joyce Hatch, Vice Chancellor for Administration and Finance, stated that in the next two 
weeks the University will be implementing pedestrian-only zones on campus. The campus 
has put up road blocks in the past, but once they come down, the vehicles still drive in these 
areas. This time, the campus is starting with three pedestrian-only zones. There will be very 
clear signs. The signs are going up next week, and this program will start the week after. 
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This time, the Police Department will be writing tickets. These tickets will go against the 
driver’s license. During the first 2-4 weeks, the driver will be issued a warning for the first or 
second violation. After that, the offender will receive an official ticket. 
 
Most of the violators are from outside the campus. The University has worked with 
Procurement, and they have put out information to vendors. For any new contract, the 
vendor will have to sit down and look at the maps. For existing vendors, a lot of information 
is going out in the form of warnings. Physical Plant Director Pat Daly has also met with the 
Undergraduate and Graduate Student Senates.  
 
There will be three pedestrian-only areas. One is from Whitmore to the Chapel. There is 
another area between the Parking Garage, going from west to east, past West Experiment 
Station. Another one is the area around the Lederle Graduate Research Center. A lot of 
people have just gotten used to driving up to and running into and behind Lederle, so this 
might be a tricky area. In order to do business, there will be exceptions for groups that have 
an event and absolutely have to get equipment into a certain building. They can contact the 
police to get an exception. Otherwise, there is always a way to get into a building. Every 
building has a service road. It may not be on that pedestrian walkway that people are used 
to, but the campus has designated areas on the back sides of buildings.  
 
Also this semester, the Chancellor appointed a number of groups to EPAC, the 
Environmental Performance Action Committee. There are two students, two faculty 
members, a dean and a lot of staff on the Committee. The goal is for the Committee to 
recommend a five-year and a ten-year plan to reduce the University’s carbon footprint. The 
campus already has a carbon footprint tracking system and has been doing this for the past 
few years. Since 2004, through its energy conservation efforts, the campus has reduced 
electrical usage by 15 percent, steam usage by 24 percent, and water usage by 40 percent. At 
the same time, the University added 860 beds in the new apartment complex. The campus 
has made many mechanical improvements. The Committee will look at further ways to 
reduce the University’s use of energy.  
 
Paul Kostecki, Vice Provost for Research, in response to Vice Chancellor Hatch’s comments, 
stated that when Ian Bowles, Energy and Environment Secretary for the State, came to the 
campus, he was very impressed and surprised with UMass’ efforts. He called UMass the 
poster child for all state agencies. Bowles was not aware of any group that had done as much 
to conserve energy. 
 
The Clean Energy Task Force’s final report was submitted to the Trustees, and they voted 
on and accepted it. The report can be found on the Research website. This campus 
represents about 80-85 percent of the information and activities that went into the report.  
 
There will be a Research Appreciation Dinner on Wednesday, May 14. Those invited should 
make a note of that and save the date. 
 
Finally, the research enterprise is really flourishing. Last month, the numbers show an 
increase in sponsored research activity awards, a 15 percent increase over last year. Last 
year, there was a twelve percent increase, which was the biggest increase that the campus 
had experienced as far back as anyone could remember. At UConn and UVM, they seem to 
be bemoaning that things are going down; NIH funding is less. UMass seems to be doing 
better. Vice Provost Kostecki applauded the research faculty and faculty in general. Money 
matters, so it is even better when you come to the indirect cost recovery. UMass is up 21 
percent, which is $4 million over where they were last year.  
 

 2. The Secretary of the Faculty Senate   
 

Secretary May congratulated Richard Rogers on his appointment as Associate Provost for 
Academic Technology. Rogers has been doing a great job. The Learning Commons is just 
one example. It was created in cooperation with OIT and the Library, but it is a good 
example of what can be accomplished. 
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Secretary May also noted that in the last month or two the Commonwealth passed the 
legislation needed to create a Secretary of Education. That Secretary of Education is also a 
member of the Board of Trustees. Paul Reville will probably be joining the Board this fall.  
 
The April 10 meeting of the Faculty Senate will most likely be canceled. There will be 
another meeting on May 15. At the next regular meeting of the Senate, on April 24, the 
Outreach Council and Sharon Fross will discuss an exciting initiative that they have 
undertaken.  

 
3. The Faculty Delegates to the Board of Trustees   
  

W. Brian O’Connor, Faculty Delegate to the Board of Trustees, stated that the new Chair, Rob 
Manning, reinstituted a policy that was abandoned three years ago. He invited the delegates 
for dinner Tuesday night at the Dartmouth campus. Now that Rob Manning is the new 
Chair, there are two new Co-Chairs, Ruben King-Shaw and James Karam. James Karam 
was the former Chair of the Board before Stephen Tocco.  
 
At the meeting, President Wilson mentioned the Public Service Awards. Professor Maria 
Idalí Torres from the School of Public Health was the Amherst recipient of a Public Health 
Award.  
 
There was tremendous discussion both defending and objecting to the student fee increases. 
Obviously, the motion was passed. Trustee Rego stated that she, like many other of the 
Trustees, had worked 1-2 jobs while in college in order to pay bills. She said this is a realistic 
increase in fees, and she pointed out that it is $5,000 less than she and her husband pay to 
send her four-year-old to day care.  
 
As previously mentioned, the Doctorate in Nursing Practice was proposed for three 
campuses. At the Committee on Academic and Student Affairs, the Boston and Lowell 
campuses were deferred and only the Worcester campus was put forward. However, at the 
full Board meeting, the motion for the Worcester campus was amended to add Boston, and 
then eventually Lowell. There was a motion to have a committee study the health programs 
on all five campuses, which was passed. Trustee Janet Pearl will be the Chair of that 
Committee.  
 
There was an announcement from the Chair of the Advancement Committee. As of 
December 31, 2007, there is now $360 million in the endowment. When Senator O’Connor 
first started going to the Trustee meetings, there was probably not $3 million in the 
endowment. 
 
The resolution to promote the Amherst Campus as the flagship campus was passed without 
much discussion. One comment from Trustee DiBiaggio emphasized that the strategic plan is 
an outline and will serve as the basis for the plan that the new Chancellor will direct.  
 
As Paul Kostecki announced, the Trustees did pass the motion to accept the final report on 
Clean Energy for the Commonwealth powered by the University of Massachusetts. The 
Committee on Science, Technology and Research was basically the brainchild of former 
Trustee John Armstrong. Science, technology and research was never adequately covered by 
committee on the Board of Trustees until this Committee was created about three years ago. 
The report that Paul Kostecki chaired is instrumental in showing that the Trustees are 
taking this Committee seriously. 
 

3. The Representative of the Massachusetts Society of Professors   
 
Steven Brewer, Representative of the Massachusetts Society of Professors, stated there will be a 
lobby day for the Public Higher Education Network of Massachusetts on April 16. A 
statement from the Provost or Chancellor, describing the kinds of participation students can 
have, is going to be forthcoming. Senator Brewer also thanked them for agreeing to fund 
buses to carry students to participate in the event. The message of PHENOM is “fix it, fund 
it, and afford it.” Fix it stands for passing the capital budget. Fund it means providing 
decent funding for the University. Afford it stands for increasing funding for MASSGrant. 
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MASSGrant provides much of students’ need-based support. It used to be about 85-90 
percent of tuition and fees but now represents about 10 percent when a student receives it.  
 
There is going to be a rally on April 8, in advance of lobby day. MSP encourages faculty to 
participate and inform students about it.  
 

C. QUESTION PERIOD (10-Minute Limit) 
 
Senator W.C. Conner asked for an update on the search for a new Chancellor.  
 
Secretary May stated that the airport interviews have been completed. Members of the Committee say the 
candidates are outstanding. They are very impressed with the quality of about 10-12 candidates. The campus 
visits should take place in late April or early May.  
 

Senator Richard Bogartz asked the members of the Rules Committee to consider whether it might be better 
for the Faculty Senate to meet in a smaller room. 
 
Senator O’Connor commented that in his forty years at UMass, he has never witnessed such a magnificent 
comeback by the UMass basketball team as the one that took place last Tuesday night against Syracuse. It 
shows that the coaches have instilled in these students the idea that they should never quit or give up.  
 
D. NEW COURSES      
 
 There is no report associated with the following motion: 
 
 COURSE    TITLE    CREDITS 
 
 SOCIOL 328  “Introduction to Social Work”                 3 
 SOCIOL 346  “Communities and Crime”          3 
 SOCIOL 385  “Gender and the Family”          3 
 
 
MOVED: That the Faculty Senate approve the courses SOCIOL 328, 346 and 385, as recommended by 
24-08  the Academic Matters Council.  
 

The motion was seconded and adopted. 
 
E. NEW BUSINESS 
 

1. Special Report of the Academic Matters Council concerning Suspending the Concentration 
in “Social Research and Data Analysis” within the Undergraduate Major in Sociology, as 
presented in Sen. Doc. No. 08-025 with Motion No. 25-08. 

 
MOVED: That the Faculty Senate approve Suspending the Concentration in “Social Research an 
25-08 Data Analysis” within the Undergraduate Major in Sociology, as presented in Sen. Doc.  
 No. 08-025. 
 

The motion was seconded and adopted. 
 
 2. Special Report of the Academic Matters and Program and Budget Councils concerning  
  Revision of Requirements for the Existing Undergraduate Management Major in the 

 Isenberg School of Management, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 08-026 with Motion  
No. 26-08. 

 
MOVED: That the Faculty Senate approve the Revision of Requirements for the Existing 
26-08 Undergraduate Management Major in the Isenberg School of Management, as presented in 

Sen. Doc. No. 08-026 
 

The motion was seconded and adopted. 
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3. Special Report of the Academic Priorities, Graduate and Program and Budget Council 
concerning the New Concentration in Green Building within the M.S. in Forest Resources, 
as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 08-027 with Motion No. 27-08. 

 
MOVED: That the Faculty Senate approve the New Concentration in Green Building within the M.S. 
27-08  in Forest Resources, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 08-027. 
 

The motion was seconded and adopted. 
 
The 672nd Regular Meeting of the Faculty Senate stood adjourned at 4:53 p.m. on March 27, 2008. 
 
The proceedings of this meeting are available on audiotape in the Faculty Senate Office. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Ernest D. May 
Secretary of the Faculty Senate   
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST  
OFFICE OF THE FACULTY SENATE 

 
From the 672nd Regular Meeting of the Faculty Senate held on March 27, 2008 

 
 PRESENTATION BY CHARLENA SEYMOUR, PROVOST AND SENIOR VICE  

CHANCELLOR FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS; JOHN CUNNINGHAM, CHAIR OF THE 
GENERAL EDUCATION TASK FORCE; AND RANDALL KNOPER, CHAIR OF THE 
GENERAL EDUCATION COUNCIL 
“PROGRESS REPORT FROM THE GENERAL EDUCATION TASK FORCE” 

  
A PDF version of the PowerPoint presentation is available at: 

http://www.umass.edu/senate/fs/minutes/2007-
2008/cunningham_seymour_knoper_powerpoint_672_3-27-08.pdf 

 
Charlena Seymour, Provost and Senior Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs  
 
I am here to discuss a familiar story. In order to tell this story, it was necessary to get some 
background information. I was able to review the records of the Faculty Senate and Provost’s Office, 
and I also re-read mail about the progress of General Education activities. This campus has been 
involved in General Education activities prior to December 1996, but I decided a ten-year perspective 
was about as far back as I was willing to go. At that time, Provost Pat Crosson and Chancellor David 
Scott gave a charge to the General Education Task Force to review General Education and suggest 
new initiatives. They asked John Jenkins to be the leader of the Task Force. There were over 100 
people working on this particular project. There were eleven subcommittees. It lasted over three 
years in academic time. As a result, they came up with a grand proposal. 
 
The final proposal, as it was so designated, had three points. I would like for you to pay attention to 
the vocabulary and the action words that are associated with each of these particular items. The 
emphasis, of course, was on knowledge, critical analysis of skills, and effective and ethical 
contributions to an interdependent world. It was our responsibility to develop a curriculum that 
addressed those guiding principles and to also translate these recommendations to the campus. 
 
Shortly thereafter, the General Education Council reviewed the proposal submitted by the Task 
Force. The Council remarked that the Task Force had generated really great ideas, but there were 
problems in resources. They also felt that there was no natural constituency to advocate for General 
Education. One conflict was that the departments were encouraged but not required to offer General 
Education courses, but students had to take them. That is quite risky. If none of the departments 
offer these courses, what would students do for almost two years? Finally, the faculty intended to 
make General Education an intellectual program. However, regardless of how much time and effort 
we spent, the students merely thought of it as a set of requirements.  
 
At the discussion in April 2001, the Faculty Senate suggested that the diversity requirement be 
amended to include one course on U.S. diversity and one on global diversity. The reason they were 
able to approve this amendment was that there was no money associated with making this particular 
change. Secondly, the Faculty Senate urged the Provost to promote the importance of the General 
Education program and to visibly encourage excellence in teaching General Education courses. 
 
At that time, I was serving as the Interim Provost and had been in the job for two weeks. Lots of 
things were happening on campus. The General Education document also made some 
recommendations for future improvement. I am not going to go through all of them, but I want you 
to pay close attention to the last two bullets. While a lot of these activities were not attended to 
immediately, some of these suggestions were implemented as part of other projects. For example, as a 
result of hiring a new Associate Provost to address instructional technology for academic affairs, we 
are now effectively equipping more classrooms with instructional technology.  
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Finally, I would like to address the last bullet regarding incentives for departments to develop 
General Education courses, especially interdisciplinary ones. If we are going to have incentives for 
departments, it means that any General Education curricula must be driven by the faculty. What can 
we do to make it appealing for faculty to teach and be more involved in the General Education 
curriculum? We want the faculty to be enthused, engaged and involved in General Education. If they 
are not, it is going to be very difficult for us to persuade our students that this must be a 
requirement. 
 
What happened between April 2001 and April 2005 that affected the implementation of this 
proposal? First, there were some internal administrative conflicts. There was a change in 
administration. Unfortunately, there was 9/11. As a result of 9/11, there were major operating budget 
cuts. It was not until 2005 that we were able to pull our operating budget back together and find 
money to develop new initiatives.  
 
In 2006, I visited with the General Education Council, and they provided me with feedback. Instead 
of starting over again, I asked them to review what has been done and come up with a modern action 
plan. More importantly, I asked that the plan be faculty driven and involve senior faculty. I am very 
proud of the amount of time and energy that they have put into this action plan. While this plan was 
being developed, they took time out of their schedules to attend conferences and participate in 
seminars. This gave us an opportunity to not only learn about what else is going on in the world of 
General Education but also to benchmark ourselves against other university programs. We found 
that we are doing a very good job, but there are some areas that need to be tweaked. The fact is that 
we are moving forward. I believe we have a very good plan, and I am here to ask John Cunningham 
and Randall Knoper to talk about the next action steps.  
 
John Cunningham, Chair of the General Education Task Force 

 
As Charlena mentioned, we formed a Joint Task Force with the Faculty Senate. We met in December 
for the first time. We have not been working on this for a long time, but I want to show you a list of 
names that you all recognize and respect. These are many of the people who have been invested in 
General Education throughout their careers. There is a sense that the Faculty Senate councils are 
onboard and participating. There are a half a dozen General Education Council members on the 
Task Force, and former Chair John McCarthy is on here as well. We have a good, active group 
distributed wherever General Education is found in the curriculum. We meet twice a month. Once a 
month, the Provost joins us for those meetings.  
 
We are looking at the delivery of General Education and the resources that are needed. Once we do 
that, we also want to look at student and faculty assessment of the courses. The General Education 
Council is already ahead of us in assessment operations. They started on this last year. Sometime 
between December and February, we began look at the purposes as well as the delivery of General 
Education. This gives you the three parts of the triad that are of concern to the Task Force. 
 
We have taken some immediate actions to inform the students about General Education and to help 
give faculty a sense of belonging to a General Education cadre. We created a poster. Mark Leckie 
was very seminal in this, and there was a lot of work by other General Education Council members 
and undergraduate deans. There are posters in the back. You may take one and hang it prominently. 
They have been distributed around the campus in anticipation of the April pre-registration. The 
posters are attempting to tell students that General Education is not just a nuisance; it is related to a 
set of requirements we think are important. It emphasizes what employers are looking for in terms of 
problem solving, communication, writing and critical thinking skills. It is a first step. We hope it is 
effective.  
 
We are also attempting to improve communication with the General Education instructors. First, we 
are getting a list of who is teaching General Education in the fall. We are going to contact them in 
advance and say, “Thank you for being part of the General Education teaching cadre. Here are some 
resources you can use.” There is a blog that is just about to go up and running and websites will be 
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developed for students and faculty to get information about General Education. We hope to have 
that up or be on the way to forming the website by next fall.  
 
The summer institute for General Education instructors is also coming up. Richard Rogers is here to 
give specific details if we need them. The institute will start with a general session the first day for all 
General Education instructors. This will begin with the Provost and segue into general and breakout 
sessions by area. That will happen this June and will be an attempt to bring General Education 
faculty together, show the importance of General Education, and create a sense of down-the-line 
faculty who are involved in General Education. 
 
As I mentioned before, we wondered whether our purposes from twenty years ago were the right 
purposes. We looked at documents coming out of the Association of American Colleges and 
Universities. They have had an ongoing dialogue about General Education for several years. The 
conversation involved many research universities and other liberal arts campuses. We found that 
they had a listing of what they thought were the essential learning outcomes for students. They are in 
categories that you can see here (referring to slides). We do not have any vertical components. 
General Education is a horizontal component, but it does not build vertically through the 
curriculum.  
 
We are mapping the language that was presented about the General Education program in 1986 and 
then amended in 1988 and 1994. Over several meetings, we developed a statement of purpose. This 
survey form shows what we have come up with. We are handing this off to Randall Knoper and the 
General Education Council asking, “Is this, indeed, a good statement of the purpose? If it differs 
from the original and presently approved purposes, do we need to take Faculty Senate action?”  
 
We have come up with this draft. Then, we asked ourselves, how well do we think we are ready to 
deliver these set of purposes? How confident are we that students are achieving the outcomes we 
desire? It was an interesting exercise that we did as a group with members of the General Education 
Council and Undergraduate Education Council. When it comes to being equipped for delivery, we 
are mostly “somewhat confident.” For several of the categories, less than the majority are “very 
confident” or “somewhat confident.” For the application of the methods of analysis to real world 
problems and contexts, we are about halfway. Fifty percent of the reviewers were somewhat or very 
sure about that one. For the understanding and evaluating consequences of your choices and the 
implications of your actions category, there are about forty percent of us who think we are either 
somewhat or very setup to deliver that. Forty percent are somewhat to very confident that we are 
working effectively and collaboratively with diverse groups.  
 
When it comes to assessing how confident we were that students are achieving these learning 
outcomes, we are somewhere between the “not very” and “somewhat” category. You may do your 
own assessment of this, but the Task Force is somewhat confident that we are equipped and 
delivering.  
 
Randall Knoper, Chair of the General Education Council 

 
First, I would like to reiterate what John has already said. The Task Force is a joint task force, and 
there are five members of the General Education Council on it. I do feel like we have been working in 
collaboration. I think that I can speak for the General Education Council in saying that when the 
Task Force was formed and brought a great deal of people, energy and resources to General 
Education matters, we were elated. I think that continues to be the case. I suppose the relations 
between the Task Force and General Education Council are still constantly being negotiated. 
Certainly, nobody wants the General Education Council to be sidelined as the Task Force goes 
straight-ahead and leads on things. I think everybody knows that the Council is the body of the 
Faculty Senate and will be the Council that must approve or disapprove of changes in the General 
Education program.  
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Still, on what fronts should the Council move ahead, and on what fronts should the Task Force move 
ahead? We are constantly working that out. I suppose those lines are not so stark; they are fluid. 
Basically, the Council had decided that going back and looking at the definition of General 
Education goals was not the best use of its energies. It more or less looked at the Task Force with 
delight as the Task Force plunged into what seemed like a complex and typical sort of problem. The 
draft that the Task Force has come up with has gone to the General Education Council. The Council 
seems to like it, mostly, and has provided some suggestions to the Task Force for revision. I am 
relatively confident that in the near future the Council will approve a version of these new goals. 
Then again, there are various ways in which we seem to be working together. The leading version of 
the website was basically developed in the Council by Kevin Klement. I want to give him some credit 
for working out a wonderful flowchart for both the faculty and student versions. I think that is going 
to be important. The Council’s recommendations and suggestions for the summer institute have been 
incorporated into that plan as well.  
 
A while back, the Council decided that one of the fruitful uses of its energy would be to work on 
assessment of the General Education program, including its courses, its curriculum and what 
students learn. Martha Stassen and the Office of Academic Planning and Assessment have always 
been present, helping the Council in this effort. Indeed, they talk, as they will, of the Council’s efforts 
towards assessment of General Education and leave out large efforts towards assessment that are 
taking place through Martha’s Office. At any rate, Marta’s help has been indispensable, and she has 
aided the Assessment Subcommittee of the General Education Council to get assessment projects off 
the ground or at least onto the launching pad.  
 
The Council’s earliest efforts included review and information from Marilyn Blaustein, Director of 
the Office of Institutional Research, and from Martha Stassen. This included looking at class sizes for 
General Education courses, looking at who was teaching them and how they are structured, and 
looking at which departments are teaching most of them. We heard from Martha Stassen about a 
project she and a group of faculty members undertook to assess General Education diversity courses. 
This was a phone survey of junior-year students about their attitudes towards General Education, 
and some focus groups organized around questions of General Education. Then, last summer some of 
us participated in a workshop on assessment of diversity education with Patricia Gurin from the 
University of Michigan, who is a national expert on General Education and diversity related 
outcomes assessment in higher education. This group also discussed available standardized testing 
instruments to try to evaluate their capacity for measuring complex behaviors like critical thinking 
and writing. Members of this group subsequently formed a working group on General Education 
assessment which met over the summer to develop pilot assessment projects which would look at 
critical thinking and General Education courses and also look at diversity education.  
 
Finally, the General Education Council has an active assessment subcommittee. We have been 
working on a revised form for evaluating and approving courses submitted for General Education 
designations. This kind of form, of course, would have to be key to the goals of General Education. It 
has to remain in process, but I think that we are forging a version of it. We have also now asked that 
courses be submitted in electronic form. Our dream is that this can all be brought together so that 
courses can be submitted online. They can be evaluated online. They can also be approved, and once 
they are approved, can be generated automatically online. Some plans for that are in the making. 
Ideally, this will also provide us with a rich database about courses, our evaluation of them, and their 
review. 
 
Then, on the near horizon is the development of General Education specific questions for the SRTI, 
the usual course evaluation forms, and a survey of General Education teachers on the effectiveness of 
General Education. The Task Force has been talking a little bit about aversion to the latter, and with 
this project as with these other improvements of General Education, the Council will certainly work 
to coordinate and combine efforts.  
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Richard Rogers, Faculty Advisor to the Provost for Undergraduate Education 

 
I just came back from a meeting with Academic Computing on this very topic. We met this morning 
with the Center for Teaching and had lunch with the Task Force on this topic. We hope to have an 
application for the summer institute that goes out to all in instructors next week. We are working on 
that. We are already hiring IT student helpers to be available to work with faculty who have issues 
surrounding instructional technologies. The deadline for the application will be April 22. We will 
select 20 of those General Education instructors. They would be in the summer program from June 2 
to June 12, and then have the rest of the summer to implement some of those great ideas in their 
General Education courses in the fall and spring semester.  
 
Each selected instructor would get a laptop and an inking pad to highlight and use in a chalkboard 
style. They will also receive a stipend of $4,000 to implement their ideas and redesign their General 
Education course. They would be assigned to work with a senior teacher who has been selected for 
their expertise and will also receive some student help to make these changes.  
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General Education Task Force (2000)

� Background

In December, 1996, a Task Force on General Education 
was assembled  by Interim Provost Crosson and Chancellor 
Scott to undertake a comprehensive review of general 
education and suggest new initiatives where appropriate.

• TF leader was John Jenkins  with a “cast of thousands” (126 
people working in 11 subcommittees).

• Three year period of review. 

• Final report  January 31,2000
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General Education Task Force (2000)

� To provide students with a sense of the inter-relatedness of 
knowledge, especially the melding of liberal learning with the 
professional, technical, and specialized knowledge of majors.

� To Encourage the development of critical analysis skills and use 
of such simple modes of inquiry as scientific, artistic, literary, and 
information technologies

� To produce graduates with knowledge , skills, and habits of mind
that will enable them to contribute effectively and ethically in an 
increasingly interdependent world- and with the imagination, 
motivation, feeling, and spirit necessary for a life of learning 
beyond the formal classroom 
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Gen Ed Council Follow-up (Sen. Doc. No.  01-035)

� Council’s analysis of the Gen Ed program: 

• Problems in implementation and not conception…The transition from the lofty 
purposes , as it exists in 2001, has not been easy. 

• There is no natural constituency group to support for Gen Ed; departments are 
encouraged not required to offer Gen Ed; yet students MUST complete the Gen 
Ed requirements; 

• Faculty intend Gen Ed to be an intellectual program; and students see it as a 
set of requirements.

� Outcomes

• Faculty Senate urged the Provost to promote the importance of the General 
Education Program and to visibly encourage excellence in teaching in General 
Education courses. 

• Diversity requirement amended to have one course focus on U.S. diversity and 
one on global diversity.
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Gen Ed Council Follow-up (Sen. Doc. No.  01-035)

� Recommendations for future improvement

• No exemptions from first-year writing requirement

• Reduce class size and ensure discussion sections in large classes

• Make residential learning communities available to all students

• Fund a Writing Center

• Equip more classrooms with instructional technology

• Incentives for departments to develop Gen Ed courses, especially
interdisciplinary
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Current Review

December 2006: Provost visited Gen Ed Council to discuss 
concerns about status of General Ed. 

• Student dissatisfaction with “nuisance;” poor fit with majors

• “Grand purpose” must be articulated to students and faculty 

• Lack discussion groups, writing assignments, problem solving in small 
groups, opportunities to apply what they have learned to real life 
situation.

• Need evidence that students are achieving Gen Ed goals
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Current Review

Gen Ed Council redirected efforts into developing an 
ACTION PLAN  for the review and revitalization of General 
Education.

• Rearticulate purposes of Gen Ed 

• Review curriculum and requirements 

• Advocate for greater support for Gen Ed curriculum

• Provide incentives and support for Gen Ed instructors

• Develop assessment framework for attainment of goals



General Education Task Force

Presentation to the Faculty Senate

March 27, 2008

John Cunningham

Deputy Provost

and 

Randall Knoper

Chair, General Education Council
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2007 General Education Task Force

John Cunningham, Chair    Deputy Provost Marilyn Blaustein (OIR)

Maurianne Adams (EDU) General Education Council, Robert Feldman (SBS)

Rules Committee Amilcar Shabbazz (HFA)

Alex Deschamps (HFA) General Education Council Carol Barr (ISOM)

Mark Leckie (NSM) General Education Council Wilmore Webley (NRE)

Randall Knoper (HFA)  General Education Council Alan Lutenegger (ENG)

Pamela Marsh- Justin Furman (NSM)

Williams (UALC) General Education Council Barbara Cruikshank (SBS)

John McCarthy (HFA) Rules Committee Elizabeth Chilton (SBS)

W. Brian O’Connor (NSM) Rules Committee Amy Fleig (Graduate Intern, OAPA)

Anne Herrington (HFA) Undergraduate Education Council

Rich Rogers (Provost) Faculty Adviser to the Provost, 

Undergraduate Education Council

Bryan Harvey (Provost) Undergraduate Education Council

Academic Matters Council

Martha Stassen (OAPA) Undergraduate Education Council

Gordon Wyse (NSM) Academic Matters Council

Martha Baker (NRE) Academic Matters Council

Anne C. Moore (Library) Academic Priorities Council



Purpose & Goals 

What do we want General Education to 
accomplish?
For example:
• Goals for Student Learning

• What should the general education 
experience do for students?; Why is it 
required?

• What should students “take away’
from the gen ed experience?

Delivery
How are we delivering General Education?

For example:

• Curricular Structure & Requirements
• Course Structure and Review Process
• Teaching Strategies/Pedagogy
• How is general education and its    

importance communicated to faculty and
students?

• How do students experience the gen ed 
curriculum/requirement?

Assessment

What is working? What needs improvement 
or attention?

For example:

• Are students experiencing general 
education as intended?

• Are students developing the skills and   
dispositions we intend?

• Do students believe General Education is a
valuable educational experience?

Systemic
Challenges
For example:

• Tenure process
• Dept balancing multiple 

instructional & other demands

Instructor sense of alienation

Inputs:
• Student Characteristics

• What do students want?

Resources 
For example:

• TA  allocations

UMass Amherst
General Education Task Force Focus

Revised December 2007
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GETF Activities to date

Implement “immediate” improvements:

“Why Gen Ed” poster

communication with Gen Ed instructors

web blog plus websites for students (Registrar page) 
and faculty (Provost’s page)

summer institute (June 2-13) with general session 
plus 20 in depth participants
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The AAC&U Essential Learning Outcomes

The Essential Learning Outcomes listing was developed by 

the Association of American Colleges and Universities 
(AACU) through a multiyear dialog with hundreds of 
colleges and universities about needed goals for student 
learning; analysis of a long series of recommendations and 
reports from the business community; and analysis of the 
accreditation requirements for engineering, business, 
nursing, and teacher education.  
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The Essential Learning Outcomes
Beginning in school, and continuing at successively higher levels across their college studies, students should 
prepare for twenty-first-century challenges by gaining:

� Knowledge of Human Cultures and 
the Physical and Natural World

• Through study in the sciences and 
mathematics, social sciences, 
humanities, histories, languages, and 
the arts.

Focused by engagement with big        

questions, both contemporary and 
enduring

� Intellectual and Practical skills, 
including

• Inquiry and analysis
• Critical and creative thinking
• Written and oral communication
• Quantitative literacy
• Information literacy
• Teamwork and problem solving

Practiced extensively, across the 

curriculum, in the context of
progressively more challenging
problems, projects, and standards for
performance

� Personal and Social 
Responsibility, including

• Civic knowledge and engagement –
local and global

• Intercultural knowledge and 
competence

• Ethical reasoning and action
• Foundations and skills for lifelong 

learning

Anchored through active involvement

with diverse communities and real-
world challenges

� Integrative Learning, including
• Synthesis and advanced 

accomplishment across general and 
specialized studies

Demonstrated through the 

application of knowledge, skills, and 
responsibilities to new settings and 
complex problems



“Purpose Statement” DRAFT 
The purpose of the General Education requirement is to stretch students’ minds, broaden their Experiences, 
and prepare them for:

• Their college experiences and subsequent professional training
• Their careers and productive lives
• Community engagement and informed citizenship
• A diverse and rapidly changing world

“Delivery” ● A lifetime of learning                                        “Assessment”

o Developing information and technological literacy.

o Working effectively and collaboratively with diverse groups;

o Communicating persuasively and effectively orally and in writing;

o Working with ambiguity and multiple perspectives;

• Opportunities to develop and practice the skills of critical thinking, 
reasoning, and communication, including:

• Understanding and evaluating the consequences of one’s choices 
and the implications of one’s actions. 

• Pluralistic perspective-taking and awareness of the relationship 
among culture, self, and others;

• Creative, analytical, quantitative, and critical thinking through 
inquiry, problem solving and synthesis;

• The application of these methods of analysis to real world problems   
and contexts;

• Fundamental questions, ideas, and methods of analysis in the 
humanities and fine arts, social sciences, mathematics, and natural
and physical sciences;

UnsureNot 
Very

Some-
what

VeryThe General Education curriculum does this by engaging 
students in:

UnsureNot 
Very

Some-
what

Very

How confident are you that 
students are achieving the 

learning outcomes associated 
with each goal?DRAFT

How well-equipped is the current 
system to deliver each of these 

goals?
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